
Miss Keystone State Rodeo
Organization Event Rules

There are certain events that are Mandatory in the Miss Keystone State
Organization that must be attended to by all queens. Some events are only

mandatory for the older two queens. These events are listed below.

● Both Winter and Summer Bull Ride Mania Finals are Mandatory for all queens.
● Pa Trappers Association is another sponsor to the MKSR organization. They host

a Rendezvous’s event and a Convention event every year. This event is
mandatory for all queens to attend.

● As we begin to grow and gain new sponsorships we will have to add those
sponsor’s events to this list. Please keep this in mind.

Sundance and Bull Ride Mania Schedules
As a rodeo queen organization that is partnered with Bull Ride Mania and

Sundance arena we do our best to get to as many of their rodeos to
support them as we can! We will take things into consideration when

helping the girls build their schedules outside things.
For example: Bad Weather, College, ect.

Sundance Arena Winter Series Rodeos
○ Hosted in Fredonia Pa at our home arena.
○ Roughly 12 rodeos total.
○ Miss Queen is mandated to attend at least 6 of those rodeos, more is

alway better.
○ Miss Teen is mandated to attend at least 4 of these rodeos, more is

always better.
○ Lil Miss is mandated to attend at least 3 of these rodeos, more is always

better.
○ Exceptions to these mandates are held to the discretion of the MKSR

board.



● Bull Ride Mania Summer Series Rodeos
○ Bull Ride Mania Summer Series holds approximately 30 rodeos all across

the states of Pennsylvania, Maryland, West Virginia,and Virginia. When
the summer series schedule comes out each queen will be required to
give the board of directors a set schedule to give to the rodeo stock
contractors of what rodeos they will be attending.

○ Each queen age group will have a set number of rodeos that is listed
below. We also require any local to you rodeos, otherwise known as
“hometown” rodeos that Bull Ride Mania Host you attend.

○ Miss Queen is to make 18 of these rodeos, more is always acceptable.
○ Miss Teen is to make 12 of these rodeos, more is always acceptable.
○ Lil Miss is to make 6 of these rodeos, more is always acceptable.
○ Any exceptions to these mandates are held to the digression of the MKSR

board. We will take into consideration valid reasons.


